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Zoopolis : Repurpose Urban Infrastructure
to Welcome Invisible Neighbors
Humans take a dominant role in shaping the world to fit what is
best for us, while claiming vast cities and our territories.
However, shrinking natural habitats together with availability of
resources and shelter have attracted abundant wildlife to cities.
These animal species have adjusted their habits to adapt to the
urban environments and to avoid direct contact with humans,
becoming invisible inhabitants in the city. Despite their initial
harmonious coexistence, in recent decades, increasing wildlife
sightings – often causing conflict or panic – bring those liminal
animals to public attention. This situation encourages us to
reframe how cities could foster coexistence between human
and non-human communities.
In addition to calling for the protection of these species’ rights
to inhabit in the city, this thesis considers liminal animals as our
urban co-residents by suggesting their responsibility to face
the challenges together with human communities. The work
specifically considers the cooperation between beavers and
humans to help address the flooding issues in some cities, by
repurposing infrastructures to invite beavers’ participation in
their engineering. The eventual goal is to understand how we
can create a zoopolis –a sort of urban commons where both
human and non-human communities have the right to live and
contribute to life in the city.
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1 Donaldson, Sue, and Will Kymlicka. Zoopolis: A
political theory of animal rights. Oxford University
Press, 2011.
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2 Fulmer, Jeffrey (2009). “What in the world is

Understanding cities as a political community of its

infrastructure?”. PEI Infrastructure Investor (July/

inhabitants, including non-humans, where the
urbanized space will be a set of parallel worlds,
urban commons, in which both people and nature
live in the same area, whose multiple layers only
sometimes cross or overlap.1
LIMINAL ANIMALS
Originally, liminal animals represented those who
were brought from the wild and physically
incorporated into urban environments, becoming
neither fully under control nor totally wild. This
research refers to a more modern situation where
liminal animals might either be born in cities or
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intentionally inhabit urban environments, having
adapted to human cities while at the same time
retaining their wild nature.1
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Phenomenon : Notable Increase of Sightings

A deer walks through an underpass
in search for food in Nara, Japan.
March 17, 2020

Monkeys climb on a car as they
are being fed with potatoes by a
resident at Ode village, India.
March 25, 2020
Mountain goats roam the streets of
LLandudno, in Llandudno, Wales.
March 31, 2020

Fallow deer from Dagnam Park
rest and graze on the grass outside
homes on a housing estate in
Harold Hill, near Romford, England.
April 2, 2020
A mountain lion rests in a tree in
the 1500 block of Grove Street in
Boulder, CO.
April 2, 2020
A wild boar roams a street of the
Carmel neighborhood, in the northern city of Haifa, Israel.
April 11, 2020
Lions sleeping on a road are an
usual site during daytime in Kruger
National Park in South Africa.
April 15, 2020

A sea lion is seen on a sidewalk of
Mar del Plata harbor during the COVID-19 lockdown, in Mar del Plata,
some 400 km south of Buenos
Aires, Argentina.
April 16, 2020
A raccoon walks in almost deserted
Central Park, in New York City.
April 16, 2020

Five female roe deer and a young
fawn roam on a nearly-empty sidewalk in Zakopane, southern Poland.
April 16, 2020
14
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City Nature Challenge in 2019

According to the City Nature Challenge in 2019, there
were 32000 observers from 159 cities recording
31000 species for 963000 witnesses in urban areas.

The most common urban wildlife included synanthropic animals such as eastern gray squirrels,
common raccoons, eastern cottontails, and virginia
opossums; larger mammals like white-tailed deers,
mule deers, coyotes, red foxes, and American black
bears; and ecological engineer American beavers.
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Common Urban Wildlife in City Nature Challenge

2016

Eastern Gray Squirrel

Coyote

Red Fox

White-tailed Deer

American Black Bear

Mule Deer
With the comparison of the data before and after the
pandemic, the increasing frequency of wildlife sightings might be not a signal of reclamation by wildlife in
urban environments. It can not indicate an alteration
in wildlife behaviors and a connection with human
disappearance, as well. Rather, it suggests an increase
in human awareness. More and more humans realize
that urban wildlife has adapted to the human-oriented
constructed environments in their way and achieved
“coexistence” with humans for quite a long time. With
the increase of human awareness and signals of wildlife increasing appearance, it’s time for humans to take
action to shift the “one-way” coexistence to “coadaptation”, contributing to the resilience of the ecological
environment in the cities.

Common Raccoon

Eastern Cottontail
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Virginia Opossum

American Beaver

Resource : https://www.inaturalist.org/observations
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with human settlement”.3 For example, European
starlings, house sparrows, house mice, Norway rats4
and other synanthropic animals share a close relationship with humans both in terms of familiarity and
highly flexible foraging habits.

INTRODUCTION
In the contemporary geological epoch of the Anthropocene, humans have shown a dominant, exploitive
role in shaping climate realities and global environments. Yet, in 2020, during a dramatic shift in human
activity caused by the worldwide COVID-19 pandemic lockdown, a reverse phenomena occurred —
one that is referred to as the “anthropause.”1 During
this time, many across the world reported a notable
increase in urban wildlife sightings, which WIn fact,
many urban-dwelling species have coexisted with
humans even since the beginning of urbanization.2
So have the sightings.
Historically, many types of wildlife were introduced
intentionally or unintentionally through trade with colonization, surviving as invasive species and adapting to the new environment. Many of them might be
temporarily lost domesticated species that would
eventually return to human communities, or one subgroup of opportunists called synanthropic animals,
which are fully dependent and “exclusively identified
1 Zhongming, Zhu, Lu Linong, Yao Xiaona, Zhang Wangqiang,
and Liu Wei. “The pandemic stilled human activity. What did this
‘anthropause’mean for wildlife?.” (2020).
2 Zellmer, Amanda J., Eric M. Wood, Thilina Surasinghe, Breanna
J. Putman, Gregory B. Pauly, Seth B. Magle, Jesse S. Lewis,
Cria AM Kay, and Mason Fidino. “What can we learn from wildlife
sightings during the COVID‐19 global shutdown?.” Ecosphere 11,
no. 8 (2020): e03215.
22

Since the 20th century, there has been a remarkable recovery of other types of liminal animals that
maintains the possibility of returning to a wild status.
Either by chance or as a result of competition for
more opportunities and resources, certain wildlife
species have come to the cities, adapted to humanconstructed environments, and eventually became
liminal animals. Foxes, for example, are one species
that comfortably adjust to the urban environment but
don’t rely on human communities. They typically forage by themselves and inhabit areas without human
occupation as den sites to avoid direct contact with
humans. From the point of view of urban dwellers,
these wildlife species are still not regarded as “cocitizens’’ though. On the other hand, they adjusted
their habits to adapt to a specific city and passed
these behaviors to their descendants, with limited
options for return to the wild. Given this perspective,
they should be considered permanent members of
our communities. In this case, we need to acknowledge their years of coexistence with us and describe
them as our “co-residents.”

an increasing awareness among humans towards
their invisible neighbors. It’s time for us to respect
and protect their rights to claim territories within our
cities as co-residents, while at the same time, we are
supposed to keep our responsibility as citizens to
plan for their coming and guide them to where they
will dwell.
Though in the field of conservation science, humanwildlife interactions are widely labeled as “conflict”,
indicating the common belief in the negative influence of wildlife presence and actions on human interests.6 With recognition of their roles as residents,
we also need to respect their responsibilities to contribute to the cities, by cooperating with their representatives and giving tolerance on their construction.
Therefore, this study is going to test whether we can
collaborate with beavers, who function very similarly
to humans as eco-engineers to craft the landscape
to what fits their interest, in order to make contributions to the cities where we both live. This study will
utilize the flooding issues in New Jersey as a test
ground.

For a long period of time, especially before these
sightings, humans only recognized domesticated animals and synanthropic animals as urban wildlife. All
others were distinguished as belonging to the wild.
Furthermore, with their intentional habits of hiding
from human society, liminal animals have remained
under noticed and when witnessed, as alien species.
But, they are not. Liminal animals are neither “aliens
nor trespassers.”5 They see urban areas as their only
habitat. And they are. The observations during the
pandemic have revealed the situation and pushed

3 Donaldson, Sue, and Will Kymlicka. Zoopolis: A political theory
of animal rights. Oxford University Press, 2011.
4 Donaldson, Sue, and Will Kymlicka. Zoopolis..
5 Donaldson, Sue, and Will Kymlicka. Zoopolis: A political theory
of animal rights. Oxford University Press, 2011.

6 Hill, Catherine M. “Conflict Is Integral to Human-Wildlife Coexistence.” Frontiers in Conservation Science (2021): 69.
23
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Until The 17th century, Lenape people, the First Nations who lived in Mannahatta, developed a harmonious relationship with nature. They fed on collecting
plants, fishing, and hunting wild animals. At that time,
human beings knew little about nature but competed
with wild animals for life and worshiped nature.

BEFORE 17TH CENTURY

When the Dutch arrived in the area in 1609, they
cleared forests and killed wildlife to claim a territory
and build up the city. New domesticated livestock
was introduced and became a new food source for
many carnivores.

1609

URBANIZATION
During urbanization and civilization, many large
mammals regionally extirpated, including wolves,
lynx, eastern cougars, elks, and so on, which eventually led to a constant climate change and habitat
decrease.
One extreme example was the clearing of beaver
communities, which used to hold millions of populations and play a significant role in local ecology due
to the high profit of the fur industries.

A recovery of liminal animals happened in cities for
two main reasons. First, with the growth of human
awareness of the importance of nature, a series of
green spaces have been developed in the city beauty
action and many animals have been reintroduced to
these natural habitats including Central Park.
Secondly, the recovery of greenery inside the city
also attracted migration including coyotes, bison,
and other species, from the Great Plains and the
south where they had faced climate change and
habitat loss.
24

SINCE 20TH CENTURY

Timeline of Wildlife Removel and Recovery in New York City
25
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Timeline of Urban Wildlife Sightings in Recent Decades
26
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Storyboard of Coyotes in the City : Where They Have Been?

Circulation Way Utilizing
Urban Infrastructures

Den

Green Spaces
Underground
Potential Corridor
Accessiable Rooftop （< 20 FT）
Sighting in 2021

Food Source
28
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Landscape Species

That are “fitting the environment to what is best for them”.

“The idea of rewilding is about
restoring natural processes
that have been absent in a
place for centuries. That is a
profoundly optimistic vision..”
—ADELE PETERS

Non-Landscape Species :

That “adapt to the environments by taking advantage of the
aspects of the environment to which they are best fit.”

Resource :Sanderson, Eric W. Mannahatta: a natural history of New York City. Abrams, 2013.
30
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CHAPTER 1

Their Responsibilities : To Contribute
32
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Case Study 1 : Beaver Colonization
Sevenmile Creek, Utah

34
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Case Study 2 : Beaver Dam Analogs

Beaver Dam Analogs (BDAs) Installed on Temple Fork, Utah

BDAs

BDAs

Beaver Dams

36

BDAs
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How Can Beaver Contribute to Surrounding Habitat?
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Species
Life
Circle
Life
of Circle
Beaver

40

Life Circle of Beaver Families
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How Does Beaver Dam Function?

Beaver Dam Structure
42
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Beaver Colonization

Risks of Beaver Activities

Beaver Lodge

Cache

Flooding

Vegetation Cutting

Beaver Dam
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BDAs: Beaver Dam Analogs

General structures of BDAs

LARGE, HIGH-DENSITY, and WOODY DEBRIS TO INITIATE PROCESS-BASED. "PINE CREEK WATERSHED DESIGN REPORT FOR PILOT RESTORATION." (2015).

Infrastructures : Piers etc.

· Sediment recruitment
· LWD recruitment
· Scour pool/bar creation
· Widening of incision trench
· Channel lengthening

Functioning as constriction dams:

Span only part of the active channel and mimic failed or breached beaver dams and also
the role of natural dam failure within the evolutionary cycle of incised streams. Additionally,
constriction dams can be used to mimic natural LWD jams.

Limiting the growth of vegetation:
Providing food for beavers.

46
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CHAPTER 2

Our Responsibilities : To Co-engineer

48
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Case Study 3 : Cooperation between Human and Beaver
Magnuson Park, Seattle, WA

Predicting the potential of beavers colonizing the site, the designers accordingly refined the design before
construction by reducing site constraints, including minimizing hydrological pinch-points and pathways near
potentially flooded areas.
The colonization of beavers contributed to the increase of water stock, diversity of amphibian and avian
species, and expansion of the proposed wetland. Recognizing the benefit, the designers have used beaver
management approaches to accommodate beaver activities on-site by reengineering a pivotal pinch-point and
using three pond-leveling devices to control pond levels for reduced flooding.

Without preplanning, beavers
might cause flooding.

Pond Leveling Strategies

50
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Case Study 3 : Cooperation between Human and Beaver
The Thornton Creek Confluence at Meadowbrook Pond, Seattle, WA

Completed in 2014, this project was reconnecting
floodplains and creating new habitats in a
neighborhood in Seattle. With early signs of beaver
activities, shown in red, the design team installed
woody instream structures including engineered log
jams to encourage their colonization. They also
widened the flood plain and utilized protection fences
to avoid unexpected flooding and plant destruction.

52
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Cooperation between Human and Beaver
54
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Human Strategies to Encourage Beaver Colonization

Human Strategies to Avoid Potential Risks

Woody Pieces Installation

Vegetation for Beaver Foraging
and Construction

Fence

Leveling Pipe

Widen Floodplain
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Human-Beaver Corresponding Principles
58
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CHAPTER 3

Test Ground Selection
60
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Site 2
Site 3

Site 1

Site Option
Beaver Sightings

Beaver Distribution Mapping
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Site 1 : Staten Island

The Staten Island site is a relatively natural park with
various human properties around. It’s the wildest
site with beavers spotted, thus beavers might have
the most dominant of the site and are very likely to
colonize in the future.
On this site, humans might give the most tolerance
to beavers to cooperate and need to carefully protect
surrounding human properties.
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Parking

Morning

Cemetery

Gulf

Evening

Evening

Night
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Site 2 : Sunswick Creek

The Sunswick Creek site is located on the east river.
Though there used to be beaver spotted, east river
as a brackish river are mostly to function as a transition way instead of colonization sites. Besides,
with the high urban density around the creek, a little
action at the exit of the creek could impact the city’s
sewage system. If human and beaver cooperate
here, strict management are urgant to avoid unnecessary destructions.

68
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Sewage

East River

Sunswick Creek
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Site 3 : No-Man Land under Highway in Jersey City
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Overflow Issue in Normal Day Scenario

Combined Sewage System

Overflow due to Sea Level Rise
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Overflow Issue in Heavy Rainy Day Scenario

40% Evaporation

10% Runoff

25% Shallow Infiltration
25% Deep Infiltration

Natual Ground Cover

30% Evaporation

55% Runoff
15% Infiltration
Overflow due to Heavy Rain

75%~100% Inpermeable Cover
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Historical Flooding and No-Man Corridor
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Human Property Close to No-Man Corridor
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Cemetery

Baseball Field

Parking Lot

Retail

Construction Site

Residency
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CHAPTER 4

Our Rights : To Plan for the Zoopolis
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Site Analysis : Responding to Different Landuse
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Principle : Primary Pond Creation
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Section: Primary Pond Creation

The section shows how it might look on the site after years of development. Series of small ponds to collect
and manage the stormwater along the valley and create a primary pond under the hub of the highway to attract beavers. Highway piers function as constriction dams in the system, railways will be left elevated from the
water, and pipes go under the railway to help water distribute and avoid flooding.
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System Development

90
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Side Channel neal Baseball Field
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Primary Pond as Habitat for Other Species

Rain Garden

Beaver Lodgee
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Leveling Pipe
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Impact on Flow Concentration

4 Year
Primary Pond

4 Year
Primary Pond
2 Year
Primary Pond

2 Year
Primary Pond

0 Year
Beaver Sighted Site

Flow Direction
Beaver Colonization
Stream Creation
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Impact on Habitat Creation for Other Species

4 Year
Primary Pond

4 Year
Primary Pond
2 Year
Primary Pond

0 Year
Beaver Sighted Site
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Conclusion

couraging beavers’ colonization not only contributes
to addressing the flooding issues in Jersey City but
creating natural habitats for other species. While
at the same time, humans’ co-engineering helps
accelerate the process and manages for any intolerable destruction. By restoring the natural process
of beaver damming instead of simply rewilding, the
zoopolis redefines the sustainability and resilience of
Jersey City with more efficiency in construction and
tolerance to flooding. It leaves spaces in the cities
for urban wildlife and gives authority to their actions
without ceding human territories. It seems like a set
of parallel worlds in which humans and non-humans
live in the same area but claim different layers as territories, which sometimes cross or overlap.

To achieve a zoopolis is actually to review the
relationship between human and non-human communities, see where the boundary is, and define all
the ambiguous thresholds. The boundary used to be
considered between urban and wildness, but it has
been much closer to human communities, deep in
cities. The cities, known as the human-oriented urban constructed environment, are always claimed as
human territories, which was a truth, but might have
changed with the expansion of urbanization. Shrinking natural habitats and the availability of resources
and shelter have attracted abundant wildlife to cities.
These animal species have adjusted their habits to
adapt to the urban environments and avoid direct
contact with humans, becoming invisible inhabitants
of the city.
Welcoming the liminal animals is more than rewilding the cities. It’s rebuilding the relationship between
humans and non-humans. Respecting their rights
to live doesn’t only mean giving back their habitats,
more than which, it calls for recognizing and giving
tolerance to their contributions and damages. At the
same time, it comes together with their responsibility to face the challenges of climate change together
with human communities.
This thesis proposes co-engineering between
beavers and humans to test the boundary between
human engineering and beaver constructions. En100
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